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Dear Members,
Dear Partners and Donors

gender rights, including the intersection of these topics

out its tasks in the interest of all members. They function as

mainly with the feminist movement, which we believe it is an

a control unit and thus review challenges, take part in

urgent priority in our region. Certainly, within this, we will not

planning processes, follow up on the implementation and

forget the focus on the heritage, oral history and the identity

evaluate the general network, implement annual meetings of

It is not an easy journey to ﬁll our city Irbid - which is located

of a region whose geography transcended the borders of

the board and organize elections for the board team every

in the middle of a region full of conﬂicts, setbacks and

Jordan to reach the Horan Plain area, extending from Syria,

electoral course that lasts up to four years .

successive challenges - with cultural and artistic activities

then Jordan and Palestine.

-2 Board Team: includes the president, vice president,

that emphasize the importance of cohesion, acceptance,

treasurer, secretary and alternate administrative member of

tolerance and building community-peace. And it is only

Spontaneously and without planning, we found ourselves

the authority and this authority got selected by the public

possible because of your continuous support and believe in

working on building an integrated model that works towards

authority.

what we are doing as a young and independent group,

the sustainability of cities outside of the capital Amman in a

-3 The Advisory Authority: It includes specialized

seeking to create a new pioneering model for sustainable

creative and artistic way.

consultants in culture, legal and ﬁnancial ﬁelds.
-4 Parallel Projects Authority: includes the managers of

cities which are full of diversity and cultural pluralism. With
art we are pursuing our path to promote freedom of

What was next?

parallel and entrepreneurial projects, which are developing

expression and to advocate for local community issues.

By the end of 2019, MedeArts team and members of the

and implementing entrepreneurial business models which

network decided to review the structure, goals, and mission

are capable of making continuous ﬁnancial revenues

The core reason to establish the City Artists Network

of the network and to start putting plans and strategies for

contributing to the network’s sustainability to support the

Association (MedeArts) in Irbid early 2015 as an independent

the next ﬁve years starting from 2020 to 2025. At that time we

administrative and operational expenses in the future

initiative, was the need to intensify efforts towards achieving

didn’t know yet that we were about to face a big challenge

-5 Executive and Artistic Networking Team: a team capable

a decentralized cultural system in Jordan, including

which was COVID19. We were in front of a difficult

of covering the needs of the executive and technical network

continuous campaigns to emphasize the role and

transitional phase, and fortunately we were lucky to ﬁnd a

including the production unit, the development and ﬁnance

importance of culture and arts as an innovative and

strategic partner in Al-Mawred Culture Resource, who

department, the program department, and the media and

entrepreneurial role, that’s capable of attaining real

believed in us from the beginning. We got chosen for their

communication department

contemporary societal change, which represents the vision

Abbara prgoram, which is all about supporting a group of

of this new generation that grows in local communities.

Arab cultural institutions to improve their administrative,
strategic and sustainability plans.

After a challenging, yet hopeful year that was full of

Why Network?

The most important thing that happened in this transitional

uncertainty and blessings, MedeArts, similar to many other

Since the start of the network idea, which raised in reﬂects to

phase was the conﬁrmation of our official registration for

organization in Jordan and globally, has been challenged to

the current situation of the cultural and artistic scene in the

our network as a civil cultural association under the

rethink about our organization-wide strategies and models

region, the City Artists Network team (MedeArts )believed in

Jordanian Ministry of Culture.

to cope with the global pandemic while maintaining our high

the importance of creating a nucleus for a network led by a

The team started with professional consultants provided by

performance and commitments to our members, and local

group of activists who are based outside the capital Amman.

Al- Mawred as part of Abbara program and worked together

community who had and still have high expectations on us.

This network aims to serve a large group of artists and

to develop the MedeArts 2020 strategy which provided us

And we would like to take this opportunity, to thank you all,

activists by helping them to develop plans and strategies

with a clear administrative structure for our network and at

our members, partners, donors, and friends, for making all

that are capable of tackling the challenges faced by them.

the same time formulate clear program lines that are working

of this possible with your continuous support.

The network members were and still are the main seeds in

towards achieving our goals and the general mission of

broadcasting a large number of projects that emphasize the

MedeArts network.

role of culture and art in shedding the light on societal,
human rights and cultural issues in a safe environment.

Saﬁ Sakran

New administrative structure
-1 The Public Authority: we worked on creating a

1

These projects themes diversiﬁed in: theater, ﬁlm, advocacy

representative

for culture, public and safe spaces, cultural maps, cultural

Committee” which includes three active members from the

policies, and advocacy campaigns that relied on activating

network, who are responsible for representing the network

arts to highlight urgent issues in our societies, speciﬁcally

and at the same time to make sure that the network carries

committee

under

the

name

Head of Organization
On behalf of MedeArts Team

“Active
Irbid, 20/12/2020
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About MedeArts
MedeArts is aiming to create environments where our members can experiment, research and learn
from each other so we can develop visionary artists who will be the creative thinkers of the future.
In addition, providing a supportive and vibrant artistic community where creativity can be nurtured
while providing capacity building opportunities and helping our members to understand the art
market and the world of the professional artist to enable them to make informed choices within their
creative practice .

,

3
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Core Values

VISION

MISSION

Cities and governorates that are pioneers in
artistic and cultural productions, capable of using
culture and art to advocate societal and rights
issues and promote freedom of expression

Creating and enabling an independent artistic
network that targets young people, particularly
artists and cultural activists, seeking to enhance
cooperation and joint artistic and cultural
production, assisting them in advocating their
rights and cultural issues through art

Cooperation, joint work and solidarity; We believe that cooperative, joint work and solidarity
between young individuals is a fertile environment for creativity and the creation of
pioneering and contemporary ideas, and an important force to face challenges while
respecting the local context of each place, region, group and individual
Acceptance / respect for others; We seek to advocate the concept of acceptance and
enhance this behavior among young individuals and in societies, to respect the other,
regardless of who they are
Equality and social justice (gender); We believe that empowering women and enhancing
their presence as leaders is a priority, for that MedeArts tends to give a priority to creative,
artistical, cultural projects led by women
Contributing in providing Arabic language content; Arabic language is considered the
official language in MedeArts, while enhancing our contribution in providing creative,
cultural and artistic content in Arabic language, taking gender-sensitive language into
Protection of the national and cultural heritage; by contributing through programming and
supporting projects specialized in reviving and preserving the intangible heritage of the
Ensuring freedom of expression; We believe in providing safe spaces and platforms for
young individuals to implement innovative artistic, and cultural projects in disregard of
restrictions which come from community and societal norms

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

1 Creating a decentralized cultural system by working in peripheral areas and
promoting cultural exchange and joint art productions
2 Empowering mid-career artists by providing safe platforms and spaces infused
with capacity building and empowerment programs
3 Establishing a stronger relationship between society and art, by advocating
societal, rights, and cultural issues through a series of arts and cultural activities
4 Empowering the establishment of an artists network in cities and governorates and
achieving self-sustainability

5

Promote Dialogue; we support dialogue sessions between young individuals and
government institutions, and between young individuals and their families, especially those
who face radical challenges with their families or communities rejecting their ideas or
projects related to creativity, arts, entrepreneurship and culture
Using arts as a means of advocacy; we believe in the importance of arts for supporting
human rights and cultural advocacy processes for spreading peace and initiating change,
and all network’s activities follow this value and methodology
Emphasizing the existence of pluralism; we believe in diversity and pluralism in all its forms
and types as an added value to enrich the modern cultural, artistic and creative work
Trust and transparency; we are committed to be a reliable partner, and we believe that all
our work must be fair, transparent, representative of cultural and social diversity, and
include marginalized societies, far from centralization
Through these values and standards, that we consider as priorities within our work, our activities are always linked to the
ﬁnal technical, pione e ring and cultural results with the contribution to preventing violent extremism, taking into
consideration gender equality and achieving the contribution to the Sustainable Development Goals
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Meet Our Members
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Abdallah Mubtasem Atef Hendawi

Ala Abdelalrazeq

Batool Baker Khderat

Hamza Mowafaq Nawaﬂeh

Lamice Shurafa

Mohammad Maher Al-Da'abseh

Ola Radaideh

Sama Aldaken

Abdallah Qays Abu Ennab

Alaa Aldeen Zoubi

Batool Khaled Alsahli

Hamzeh Sameeh Momani

Loay Waheed Attar

Mohammad Mosbah Sedawi

Omar Ali Al Nimrat

Sama Mohamed Rashid

Abdalrahman Qawasmi

Alaa Reyad Hidieb

Bayan Ahmad Albakheet

Hana Saeed Shamsan

Lubna Nsairat

Mohammad Muﬂeh Shatnawi

Omar Ghaleb Al Zubaidi

Sana'a Abdulnaser Rashid

Abderraouf Drine

Ali Ahmad Makahleh

Bayan Hatamleh

Hassan Hamasha

Maen Abdulkareem Rousan

Mohammad Ra'ed

Omar J. Armosh

Sara Abdelmottaleb Alamry

Abdullah Adnan Othman

Ali Ibrahim Nusir

Bayan Mahmoud Abuta'emah

Hazem Mari Tayyar

Mahmoud Abdil Latif Al Sammouri

Mohammad Raid Taani

Omar Shareef Dhamesh

Sara Abu Ruqayah

Abdullah Ali

Ali Jamal Magableh

Beshir Nezam Ababneh

Hossam Adnan Abuelhija

Mahmoud Abedallateef Saleh

Mohammad Raja Al-Rawash

Ons Ali Aref Hamadeen

Sara Khalid Abandah

Abdullah Eyad Alnimer

Ali Moh'd Bahr

Dana Salah Eldeen

Hossein Masri

Majd Fadi Alshennag

Mohammad Sami Arar

Osama Jamal Qawasmi

Sarab Haitham Ibdah

Abdullah Hassan

Alina Najeh Salaimeh

Dania Naseer Al-Mousa

Hothaifa Atef Arafat

Majdi Emad Al-Awawdeh

Mohammad Tayseer Kayed

Osama Khaled Mohammed

Sarah Raed Ali

Abdullah Khaled Farjallah

Ameen Abu-Alhasan

Diyaa Omar Rawashdeh

Humam Ziad Alrawi

Malak Majed Abuayad

Mohammad Wa'el Abdulsalam

Othman Banna

Seif Jamal Alkhatib

Abdullah Mahmmod Tawalbeh

Amina Mohamed Nassir

Duha Hasan Abualwafa

Hussain Ahmad Ali

Manal Ahmed Abu Alrub

Mohammad Zaid Mhanna

Raghad Talib Alzoubi

Shiren Mahmoud Abdullah

Abdullah Nasser Al-Masri

Amjad Mosbah Sedawi

Duha Mousa Altaj

Hussam Saeed Al-Shamasi

Mariam Khammash

Mohammed Adnan Abukhadra

Rahma Abd-Almohsen Fatooh

Suhaib Mayyas

Abdullah Yassin Ahmed

Ammar Emad Alkhatib

Eman Mahmoud Hassan

Hussein Fahmi Al Smadi

Marwa Ibrahim Alazab

Mohammed Hassan Tawalbeh

Rahme Hussein Hussein

Suhiab Emad Khasawneh

Abdullalh Mohammed Obeidat

Ammar Saﬁ Otoom

Enjy Fuad Abwini

Ibrahem Kamal Abdelbaqi

Marwa Rawashdeh

Mohammed Omer Ben Daghar

Rahmeh Saleh Ezaldeen

Suleman Saeed Suleman

Abedalhameed Hussein Tawalbeh

Ammar Samer Altaweel

Esraa Al-Shloul

Ibrahim Ismail Abboud

Meshal Khaled Alenezie

Mohammed Salah Tawalbeh

Rame Bassem Sabbah

Taima Mohamed Mahmoud

Ahmad Abed Alhakim Khanfar

Amro Khaled Jadallah

Eva Ghanem

Ibrahim Mubtasim Hendawi

Meyar Qoutiba Alhmoud

Mohammed Yousef Al-Abini

Raneem Ndal Alhindawi

Tala Fayeq Albadarneh

Ahmad Fawzi Abu Elwan

Anas Malik Zaza

Fares Abdallah Khawaldeh

Izzalden Naimi

Mohamad Salah Altal

Murad Zaidoun Al-Hijawi

Rawan Mustafa Khriesat

Tareq Jamal Jumaa

Ahmad Issam Aljaioussi

Anas Saed Zubaidi

Fathi Abdlnabi Tayi'a

Jehad Jabour Owais

Mohamad Saleh Omari

Mustafa Ayman Barghol

Rawan "Najm" Karam Alamoudi

Tariq Ayman Barqawi

Ahmad Masohoor Mahil

Areen Mohammad Jaradat

Fatima Zamil

Jehad Wajeeh Atef

Mohammad "Nader" Ra'ed Albsoul

Mustafa Husam Khrisat

Ryan Raef Ghazi Hourani

Wafa Yaser Ibrahim

Ahmad Mohammad Hazim

Aseel Husein Younis

Fawaz Ali Fawaz

Kareem Walid Halalsheh

Mohammad Abdallah Bataineh

Mustafa Ibrahim Al Azab

Rayan Abdullah Shboul

Waseem Salah Alasal

Ahmad Mohammad Mahmoud

Aseel Jihad Rawabdeh

Ghaith Nazeer Kharashgah

Khaled Basem Masud Sabah

Mohammad Adnan Al-Qutob

Nasser Zaid Al-Ghazawi

Rayan Eyad Samarah

Weam Waleed Al-Awawdeh

Ahmad Mohammad Thinabat

Aseel Mustafa Abo Dawas

Ghaleb Mohamad Bazari

Khazaal Mohammad Alzoubi

Mohammad Adnan Telfah

Nisreen Jehad Rawabdeh

Reem Mohamed Hussain

Wesam Ali Hendawi

Ahmad Saadyeh

Ashraf Hussen Qablawi

Ghazal Qassem Alakash

Khldun Marwan Ismail Salieh

Mohammad Ahmad Owiedat

Noor Adel Alwidyan

Roba

Yahia Jamal Mosleh

Ahmad Samer Khalf

Aylin Murad Abu Ghalieh

Ghazal Qudeisat

Ladees Baniata

Mohammad Atef Alqusiry

Nour Abul-Haija

Roba Azam Alomari

Yahya Mohammad Twissi

Ahmad Zoher Mistareehi

Bader-Al-Deen Anabitawi

Haitham Irshedat

Laith Ghassan Alahmad

Mohammad Derar Alqudah

Nour Muthana Mustafa

Rona Jamal All Naief

Yara Yasser Abu Sha'ar

Ahmed Belal Ghazawi

Bahaa Zuhair

Hala Karam Albataineh

Laith Muhanad Odeh

Mohammad Emad Alnatour

Nour Riyad Khalid

Saja Allan Ikmail

Zaid Ahmad Alnessir

Aimilid Farah

Baraa Ahmad Al-Mustafa

Hamza Mahmod Almasri

Laith Osama Alhmoud

Mohammad Kheir Alkhatib

Nour Ziad Ibrahim Kurdi

Salem Nabeel Alabood

Zaid Khaled Hussein

Al'a Wa'el Bitar

Bassima Zuhair Idrees

Hamza Mohammad Taani

Lama Nizam Yousef

Mohammad Maed Saifan

Oday Alias Al-Falahat

Salma Ahmed El Kazdar

Zainah Tariq Amourah
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Looking back on 2020
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Summary 2020

It was not easy suddenly ﬁnding ourselves in the middle of a
pandemic and having to exit the life we were used to, but it
was necessary to face these challenges, stick together and

2020 was a challenging year for all of the world. It was a

society, and the international community in general, and to

enhance our values at that time to provide a helping hand to a

reminder for all of us about the importance of human

ﬁnd ways to support our artist network members in particular.

large target group represented in our members in particular,

solidarity and cohesion, as well as the importance to act for

Accordingly, the administrative team, with the support of the

and in the Jordanian cultural, artistic and creative scene in

integrated health, environment, and the sustainability of this

Abbara program by Al-Mawred Culture Resource, participated

general.

world. Being part of this human community, we affect and

in an intensive training to raise skills in the areas of digital

Therefore, our strategies were to raise our own skills, build a

inﬂuence each other and we can’t from now on overlook this

security, in addition to successive meetings with a specialist

strong team, and to go through a stage of research and

relationship that governs humanity together in one open and

in the ﬁelds of digital safety and technology, Muhammad

experimentation with new methods and new work

network and enabling a sustainability plan and strategy until

connected circle in one way or another.

Kayed from Jordan.

mechanisms and how to transfer them to a wide audience. We

2025

The team also participated in the online co-production

started to implement those, while resuming our programs

-6 And last but not least, we have developed and launched our

challenge which has been organized by Goethe Institute

after the ending of the total lock-down in Jordan.

ﬁrst electronic platform (medearts.org), which will focus on

Amman. Through this challenge, ‘mamarrat’ project was

-1 We reconﬁgured our space GarageArt according to the new

contributing to link creative, artistic and cultural service

produced, in which more than 50 participants from 20

safety instructions, ensuring the necessity of social

providers to the Jordanian and international market,

countries from all-around the world participated, where it

distancing and reducing the number of participants in the

supporting the target group in ﬁnding new job opportunities

received a global press response. To this day, our team has

activities. We succeeded in hosting over 50 events attended

and achieving ﬁnancial revenues that contribute to the growth

become a keynote speaker at an international level on the

by more than 350 participants, all with preservation of health

of the Jordanian creative Industry. This website is the result of

topic of remote joint artistic productions.

and safety, and thus we contributed to the continuity of our

an explanatory research of what the artist can present with

In addition to that, the Network carried out the ﬁrst creative

space and our services provided to a wide audience from

the support of our generous donors.

music workshop remotely accompanied by our partner

Irbid and areas around.

Looking back at the beginning of 2020, we remember our

"Sounds of Change" from the Netherlands, followed by an

-2 We launched and organized our program ‘Art and People’

Now - we are still working to implement a capacity building

excitement for our Cairo trip to curate our ﬁrst visual art

international meeting through Zoom, in which we talked about

under the theme of ‘From and to the People’ through which we

program that simulates new mechanisms for interaction and

gallery and ﬁlm event “Discover Yemen”, supported by the

the mechanisms of implementing the training during the

implemented 28 activities, starting with three online events,

joint work remotely, and our challenges are still the same and

British council and organized by the Yemeni organization

circumstances of the Corona pandemic, its impact on the

and continuing in our Safe Space GarageArt.

common with many Jordanian cultural and artistic

YWT, after we successfully carried out the exhibition in Haya

participants, and the produced songs. The music track "The

-3 We carried out special workshops in digital safety and

institutions, which can be summarized brieﬂy and

Cultural Center in Amman.

Dance of Souls" resulting from this activity was then chosen

shared our expertise in management, cultural and artistic

transparently to include three main challenges:

We still remember the launch of the Next Step Program, which

for the 'Corona Archives' exhibition in the Nieuw Dakota

leadership to 20 participants from the Next Step program,

-1 The cultural and artistic scene is still a secondary and

targeted seven start-up projects from Irbid and Mafraq with

Museum in Amsterdam.

which included 7 projects and emerging groups from Irbid

non-primary scene with regard to the policies of defense laws

the aim of supporting them in the ﬁrst steps in launching

and Mafraq

or Jordanian cultural policies, and in light of the spread of the

these

participants

-4 We have intensiﬁed our work as an administrative team for

pandemic, there has been no real direction for the role of

enthusiastically awaited the launching of the program with a

the network to bring ﬁnancial support to face the challenges

culture and arts in this difficult time around the world. It was

wide audience from all places of Northern Jordan, … as we

that have emerged as a result of the global pandemic. Most of

necessary, as usual, for an independent cultural and artistic

prepared cinematic, theatrical, team building and artistic

this funding has focused on the continuity of the team’s work,

movement to emerge to prove this role, which is considered

shows within our new program ‘Art & People’, … as we paved

the development of tools and equipment needed for the new

essential and intersects with many social scenes, whether

the way to bringing concerts and artistic events of

circumstances after COVID19 and for our network, as well as

economic, social, health and psychological.

internationally known artists to Irbid in our Cultural Space

the continuation of our programs. One of our highlights was

-2 The operation of some governmental departments have

GarageArt ...

securing the funding for Safryat program funded by Drosos

been disrupted due to the outbreak of the pandemic which

Foundation to implement three artistic residencies and

had an immense impact on cultural institutions obtaining the

projects,

just

as

we

and

the

cultural exchange between 30 participants from the Arab

official approvals which are necessary to continue their work.

In addition, our Board member, Amjad Al-Mestarihy,

countries, European region and Jordan, with the redesign of

Most problematic was the delays in approvals to obtain

Since the outbreak of this global pandemic, and the issuance

participated in an intensive capacity-building workshop on

the ﬁrst residency to be the ﬁrst cultural artistic residence and

funding, which then caused delays in the launching of

of defense orders in Jordan, MedeArts, together with its

remote training mechanisms organized for Tandem alumni

a joint artistic production process remotely under the title -

activities and forced them to be redesigned.

partners from different parts of the world, has worked to

funded by MitOst. This was followed by handling the tasks of

The Independent Spaces culture mapping in the Arab world

-3 The continued transfer of all activities, especially those

implement administrative and emergency meetings to search

implementing the ﬁrst meeting for the cultural exchange

(100 spaces)

related to travel or cultural exchange, to be implemented on

for new methodologies and mechanisms to continue our work

program ‘Tandem °360’ which includes several Arab

-5 Investing time and beneﬁting from Abbara program to

virtual platforms was not easy at all, and there was an urgent

and plans. We strove to ﬁnd our role during these

institutions as a local host for the Jordanian participants

develop the network’s administrative system and structure,

need for technical equipment and preparations within the

circumstances that affected all members of Jordanian

‘Studio 8’ and ‘Maktabji’.

which included establishing a specialized media unit for the

institutions.

COVID 19 started to spread all around the world

13
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2020 in Numbers
Garage Art Space

15

10

229

Active Team Members

75
150
Network Members

$244,000

+100

Raised Funds

Young People Trained

28

+12,000
36.2%
63.8%
Garage Art Visitors

+1000
Attendees in Activities

53

+40

Activities & Events by MedeArts

Activities hosted by Members
& Partners

365

321,908

122,556

Art&People Events

58.6%
41.4%
Art&People Attendees

Facebook Reach MedeArts

Facebook Reach Garage Art

8

20

166,053

34,289

Next Step Supported Projects

Next Step Fellows

Instagram Reach MedeArts

Instagram Reach Garage Art

16

Our Donors

Our Partners

Our Fellows

17
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our space - garage art
‘GarageArt’ is a pioneer independent Cultural Space in Irbid dedicated to promoting arts and
culture, and thus values of dialogue, acceptance and respect. With GarageArt being open to
everyone at all times, MedeArts provides its members and the local community a Safe Space to
gather, exchange and create. We are hosting diverse and multifaceted cultural events, workshops,
meetings, talks and forums and any kind of creative activities organized by MedeArts, our network
members or partners.

19
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GarageArt’s Story
GarageArt was created in 2019, while the idea of it arose years
before that. One main challenge MedeArts was facing in its
work was that Irbid - or in general any place outside the capital
Amman - was lacking an open space for artists and cultural
activists. We wanted to initiate more exchange between artists,
be able to provide more workshops and have a space for
performances, exhibitions and all kinds of cultural events. Next
to this, our heartfelt desire was to create a Safe Space for our
artists and young people of the local community, since many of
them suffer from intolerance and non-acceptance from their
society, which is a big issue in our region today. Our vision was
of a space that is open to everyone, a place that promotes
diversity and supports social engagement to empower our
network of artists and local Youth – to give them a place to be
who they are and do what they love.

After Amjad Al-Mestarihy, founder and manager of GarageArt,

were ﬁnally able to open GarageArt for the public on the 15th

was selected to take part in Tandem shaml for MedeArts with

November 2019 followed by numerous activities and events,

the project Open Space ‘Garage’, our wishes and ideas started

hosting local as well as internationally known artists, and

to form as real plans. MedeArts rented an actual garage in the

discovering what works well and how to interact with the

basement of a building and started transforming it into a place

audience

full of arts, culture and creativity. The whole space was created
on a low-budget, by reviving, upcycling and creating different
objects and through the passion of various artists of our
network. Due to a lack of ﬁnancial resources and support,
GarageArt was close to being shut down, before it even
opened officially. At that time Queen Rania got to know about
MedeArts’ artist network and its open space and helped us
ﬁnalize GarageArt through the ﬁnancial support of her office.
After the last preparations and months of ups and downs we

21
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GarageArt’s 2020
With a New Years Eve cultural event in GarageArt we started fully

JANUARY

motivated with all our members and friends into the new and ﬁrst full

Drawing workshop with Batool Khderat

year for our Cultural Space. After learning and experimenting a lot in

Guitar Lessons with Amjad and Medo

2019 we now felt fully prepared to expand our events and activities and

Painting Workshop for Kids with Alaa Abdelrazeq

additionally design a free and regular program under the name

Yemeni Music Night

Art&People. Shortly before launching this program, Covid19 turned

Tareq AL Faqih Music Night

AUGUST

OCTOBER:

into a global pandemic and forced us into a 3-months lock-down during

Special Music Night with Jawad and Mahmoud

Drawing workshop with Batool Khderat

Songwriting Workshop with Ahmad Farah

which GarageArt had to be closed completely.

“We can impact” Meeting with Sabreen Dahboor

Aiesec Meetings

Artist Metro Local Instruments with Ahmed Selawy

With the re-opening of our space we still had to pause most activities

Rewak Al Ataa Cultural Group Meeting

Film Night with Local Filmmakers

Drawing workshop with Batool Khderat

FEBRUARY

Group meeting/ training for Next Step program

Sudanese Film Days

Drawing workshop with Batool Khderat

Open discussion round organized by Shams community

IMFSA Fundraising Event

Guitar Lessons with Amjad and Medo

Theatre Workshop by Idare

Garage Youth Meeting

Painting Workshop for Kids with Alaa Abdelrazeq

Artist Metro Local Musicians

Shams Community Meeting

Peace First Training Lab

Syrian Students Association gathering

Garage Youth Tea Talk Mental Health

Group Games Night

Game Event organized by JADS

Laqta Video Production

Team building Painting Event

NOVEMBER:

Theatre training “Creata Theatre troupe”

Drawing workshop with Batool Khderat
Youth Theatre with Creata Theatre Troupe

for a while, until the handling of the new situation was more clear and
health measurements and safety could be guaranteed. In August
GarageArt then re-started to organize and host a broad and diverse
range of events and activities, along with the launching of MedeArts’
new event-series program ‘Art&People’ in GarageArt. With this 25
events under this program took place until the end of this year,
complemented by 14 different activities like workshops and training by
members of our network, as well as activities of partners of MedeArts
and GarageArt, which summed up to over 75 activities. Overall, with the

MARCH

attendees of events and daily visitors of our Safe Space, around 12,000

Production short ﬁlms

Drawing workshop with Batool Khderat

Production TV Show

people came to GarageArt, with a monthly average of 1200. Looking

Al-Balad Theatre: Returning Home - Orchestra Production
Team building through music with Bitat

JUNE

SEPTEMBER:

Artist Metro Jordanian Writers and Literature

open as a ‘haven’ of pro-social activities and interpersonal encounters,

Sounds of Change Online Workshop

Drawing workshop with Batool Khderat

Garage Youth Tea Talk Identity

during a time of restrictions and regulations in public spaces and

Online Artist Talk with Tayar

Youth Meeting with Municipality

closings of schools and universities for the local Youth. MedeArts is

Online Events Yemeni Music

Kenyan Film Night ‘Supa Modo’

DECEMBER:

proud that we managed to keep up and enable cultural and social life

Online Event Story Telling with Safa’a Abazi

Theatre training “Creata Theatre troupe”

during this year of crises, following health and safety measurement, to

Training Sessions Next Step

Garage Youth Tea Talk: Safe Spaces

support holistic well-being.

JULY

Digital Mixing Training

Above all we are super happy and pleased with the very positive

Training Sessions Next Step

AIESEC Meeting

back on this year we are especially happy that we were able to stay

reputation GarageArt built up since the beginning - within our

I-Dare Theatre Workshop

community, country and even beyond - as a Safe Space and room for

Songwriting Workshop with Ahmad Farah

Drawing workshop with Batool Khderat
Team building Handcraft workshop with Factory211
Garage Women Tea Talk
Artist Metro Music Solo Night Syrian Artists
Children Theatre with Live Streaming

creativity and art, youth engagement and societal transformation.
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Our Programs
As part of the 2025 - 2020 strategy of MedeArts, the network operates through four main programs that intersect together in order
to achieve the goals and vision of the network, seeking to develop a modern decentralized cultural system. We act through special
projects for cultural exchange and joint artistic production, a range of cultural and artistic events which strengthen the
community's relationship with culture and the arts, and empower young people with creative and artistic talents, in addition to
creating safe, independent and sustainable spaces
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Next Step
Empowering emerging talent in artistic, entrepreneurial and cultural creative ﬁelds

2 Tadween

Next Step is a program to support talented young people in the creative industry sector and to provide them with hand-on training

Tadween is a documentary project, aimed to revive and

through a program of capacity building, providing tools, increasing their expertise and doubling their professional opportunities,

preserve the oral history at the same time the stories of the

due to the lack of support that the youth of the northern region suffers from in the creative industry. This new descendant program

residents of the historical and cultural areas, which includes

from the MedeArts network of artists aimed to empower young men and women leaders within their groups which included 20

the work to support the Jordanian history and identity by

participant from 8 groups through four main categories.

audiovisual works and linking it to modern technology.
3 Temporary circle
A temporary platform, an editorial board working to provide
dialogue content that contributes to the production of
knowledge about social and cultural practices, public art,
administrative and legal frameworks, through community
artistic interventions and audio recordings (podcast)
Next Step Fellows for the year 2021-2020
Emerging projects and participation in the ﬁrst program

Third group: Crafts and Art

cycle:
1 Masna 211
First group: Music

It is a miniature factory that protects the artistic identity of
women in Jordan. It aims to build a network that brings

1 Octave Music Studio

together women hand crafts and artists to provide the

3.Providing technical equipment and other resources:

An independent music studio and music education center,

necessary support and training for this group in the less

leadership:

Each participating group in the Next Step program gets

located in the center of Irbid.

fortunate neighborhoods, to empower them economically

Workshops and training sessions led by experts and

furthermore supported by MedeArts through equipment and

This studio was created during a co-production process

through collective workshops focusing on recycling.

specialists were provided to raise the participants’ skills in

resources ﬁtting their needs. Right now, MedeArts is able to

focused on reviving and protecting the local musical heritage

the areas of managing their projects or products,that was to

support with equipment to curate galleries, a sound system,

of the Horan Plain region.

Forth group : Theater

guarantee that the participant will gain the following results:

printing, a camera and webcam. Next to this MedeArts’

• Building a creative portfolio including speciﬁc mission

“GarageArt” provides participants with an open co-working

2 Bitat

1 Dewan

and goals

space for training, production activities, exhibition of works,

A project established in March2020- in Jordan / Irbid with a

It is an artistic interactive theatrical project that simulates the

and performances.

youthful spirit that aims to enhance the capabilities of

local public reality by shedding light on societal and human

Individuals and societies, creating change leaders, promoting

rights issues through theatrical performances and the

1.Training sessions in Arts & Culture Management and

• Developing organizational strategies and timeline
• Art entrepreneurship and sustainability strategies
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including online marketing and branding

4.Financial support:

awareness of musical culture and developing Social and

introduction of interactive theater method, which in turn

• Skills of obtaining ﬁnancial support, building ongoing

In addition to capacity building and resource support, also

creative skills through the mechanisms of the creative music

contributes to urging young people and society to rethink

partnerships, and transparency

the program provides ﬁnancial support to the participants in

industry.

using public spaces, and to enhance the idea of Jordanian

In addition, we made sure that they learn how to organize,

the form of small ﬁnancial support ranging from 250 JD to

deal with challenges and take advantage of the strengths

600 JD to contribute to the organization and implementation

and opportunities around them.

of the ﬁrst activity as a starting point for the emerging

identity and culture.
Second group :Podcasts and Audiovisual Productions
2 Creata

projects participating in the program, in addition to helping

1 Debatable

The Creta team is a theatrical team that includes a group of

2.Networking:

them obtain secondary ﬁnancing from Opportunities

An entertainment studio that will be launched in late 2020. Its

talented students from Jordan University of Science and

Networking meetings were organized by MedeArts for the

Available in the region.

main focus is to produce podcasts (audio recordings), and

Technology, founded with the aim of presenting a group of

Next Step participants with different organizations and

the main objective is to discuss societal issues and problems

young and interactive, purposeful plays that simulate the

entities. The goal was to connect the participants to

This program received in its ﬁrst session a small ﬁnancial support from the US embassy and

that we face in the Arab society in an open manner and with

issues and challenges of the youth group and contribute to

government entities and other organizations, private sector

ﬁnancial support from the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) through a ‘Mateen

some humor. These issues will be discussed mainly in Arabic

convey the voice, opinions and ideas of young men and

and start ups which can offer them valuable experience and

network’ and support for the production of an electronic platform by the ‘European Cultural

with some English terms.

women in an interactive, non-traditional and comedic way.

tips or to support them or to become patrons or partners.

Institutes Authority’ with funding from the European Union mission in Jordan
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Art&People
Artists Metro:
Live performances and Story sharing of local artists
Art&People is a program of regular cultural events, team

It is a program very close to the local communities, since all

This event-line hosts a group of beginner and mediocre

building activities and creative workshops in Safe Spaces for

events are especially designed for and by the Youth in our

artists (musicians, visual artists, writers, …) from our cities

Youth in Jordan. It aims to promote open dialogue,

areas. Following the theme of ‘From and to the People’ the

and villages. It aims to introduce young, as well as

acceptance, respect and teamwork, and to spread the power

events also don’t follow the usual division between stage

established artists to our community, to share their stories,

and importance of arts, as well as to encourage and give

and audience but on the contrary always include special

experiences and dreams, and open a discussion with a

opportunities to the audience to explore the artistic ﬁeld. The

activities and engaging time to break the distance and

diverse audience.

goal of the activities in ‘Art & People’ is to promote Safe

enhance connection between artists and the community.

Spaces to be able to offer pro-social activities for young

We furthermore provide free buses or transportation for

people and make them feel welcomed and accepted through

some of the events to enable the participation of young

creating an environment that involves them through art

people from surrounding villages and peripheral areas. Like

tools, creative expression, storytelling, leaded dialogues,

this we can guarantee to reach young women and men who

and team games.

never had the chance to take part in these kinds of creative
or cultural events.

Team and skill building:

Film Nights:

Bringing people together and create feeling of support and

Spread Human Rights and powerful ideas and imaginations

connection

For these events we are collaborating with diverse partners

This special series of events includes a variety of activities

with access to ﬁlm archives like the Karama Human Rights

which will bring together different groups of people and

Film festival and Goethe Institute as well as local young

create a feeling of support and connection. Through different

ﬁlmmakers to implement a set of cinematic shows that aim to

group games and creating things together like drawings,

raise awareness, spread human rights and discuss issues

music or poetry, skills of communication, collaboration,

related to society, youth, and community development.

critical thinking and creativity will be strengthened. It

Connected to the content of the ﬁlms bridges are built to local

furthermore includes artistic workshops and trainings.

contexts with special guests or discussions after the
screenings.

Youth Theatre:

Tea Talk:

Performances to raise awareness and discuss about social

Providing safe spaces for honest discussions of Youth

issues

Every month a team of young people are planning and

This program hosts a group of theatrical performances

implementing a Tea Talk event in their space. Together with

designed by young artists from Jordan, which address

the participants and on the basis of prepared questions and

speciﬁc issues in our society, and through this call to reduce

materials they are openly sharing and discussing topics

antisocial behaviours and encourage social cohesion. It

close to their hearts or concerning them. The focus hereby

focuses on shows that implement discussions with the

doesn’t lie on debating or knowledge and arguments but on

audiences as well as interactive theatrical performances.

making everyone feel valued and comfortable to share what is
on their minds and occupying them.
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This program was officially launched in GarageArt in the

their gratitude and relief they felt, especially because of

middle of 2020 after being delayed due to the total

living very isolated in the last months due to this global

Lock-Down in Jordan from mid-March till June, when it

pandemic. With “GarageArt Bus” we were able to bring

started with online live-events. Its ﬁrst full circle took place

young women and men from Ajloun, Al-Sheikh Hussein,

from August till November 2020 with 21 activities, made up

Al-Masnoura, Al-Wastya, and Al-Mafraq, who otherwise

of 8 team-building events and workshops, 4 ﬁlm nights, 4

wouldn’t have the chance to attend events like these due to

Tea Talk events, 4 Artist Metro events and 1 Youth Theatre. It

the cultural centralism we are facing in our country and even

was a mix of diverse and multifarious activities like

worldwide.

introductions of local musicians, cultural instruments and

The activities under Art&People were characterized by truest

literature of the region, ﬁlms from Sudan, Yemen, Kenya and

interest and curiosity of the attendees, motivation to discuss

Jordan, painting and music making as a team, and

and share thoughts, laughter, warm feelings and team-spirit.

discussions about mental health, feelings of safety,
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belonging and identity. It was truly wonderful that we were

Art&People program is now in its second circle (December

able to host all these events despite the restrictions due to

2020 - March 2021) including new formats of Tea Talk,

Covid19, even if we had to limit the numbers of attendees.

children theatres, book clubs and other activities organized

Especially in the ﬁrst months after the total lock-down we

by our network and our community itself. After 2020 we will

were able to feel the thirst of the local community for these

also expand this program to other spaces for Youth, outside

kinds of prosocial and cultural events and many expressed

the capital of Amman.
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Safryat

SAFRYAT is a cultural exchange program, and a joint artistic

This Includes achieving understanding, cooperation and

production program between vibrant artistic and cultural

cohesion among multicultural communities for more

groups in the Arab region, Europe, and Jordan. Safaryat

capacity of contributing in the expansion of international

program aims to promote technical and cultural encounters

partnerships, expanding the circle of dialogue, gaining more

and practices among active cultural and artistic groups with

cultural skills, higher exchange of ideas, exploration, and

a focus on creating a common artistic and cultural

thus creating contemporary, new and common forms of art

production process, empowering the participants in their

and culture.

cultural work and developing a broader and decentralized
cultural system.

The Main Goal of Safryat program, which is directly

Since its establishment at the beginning of 2015 in Irbid,
Jordan, the City Artists Network has been believing in the
importance of having programs that promote cultural
exchange and artistic encounters between artists and
cultural activists wherever they are from in this world. As a
result of our own experience in offering many of our team
members such kind of opportunities, the network
signiﬁcantly

concluded

that

the

impact

of

those

cross-cultural experiences and having those various arts

connected to one of the core objectives of the City Artists
Network “MedeArts” and its strategies for the period of
2020-‘25 is; to develop a decentralized cultural system by
promoting cultural exchanges and joint art productions
between individuals or active groups from the Arab region,
Europe, and Jordan. Including; Empowering artists through
group learning, promoting the concept of cultural diversity,
intercultural dialogue, enhancing the communication,
networking and resource exchange, and building a
long-term and strong relationships between artists.

and cultural exposures around the world is an essential
teaching tool, and a legitimate right to all artists to have the
freedom to move, meet new cultures and develop
themselves.
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Local Authorities and Government
Consolidating the relationship between local
government institutions and young people
Within this framework MedeArts, as part of its main
responsibilities, has launched a series of meetings to
consolidate relations and build partnerships between
emerging young groups who believe in positive and societal
change and between government departments in Irbid,
including the Directorate of Culture, Tourism, and Antiquities,
alongside The Greater Irbid Municipality represented by its
members' council, and in the department of culture.
These meetings urged young men and women to implement
cooperation with local government institutions in Irbid, and
they were introduced to the programs, plans and services
provided

by

local

administrative

and

governmental

institutions; where the spotlight was shed by Mr. Moataz
Al-Zoubi, representing the Youth Directorate of the Irbid
Governorate, on the role of youth centers programs in the
governorate and the possibility of youth beneﬁting from the
youth centers that distributed in several Jordanian cities and
governorates, and the services and facilities provided by
these centers for young people to help them progress with
their projects and initiatives aimed at achieving a
decentralized artistic, cultural and youth renaissance.
The Cultural Counselor and Director of the Cultural
Department in the Greater Irbid Municipality, Ismail Al-Houri,
is informing about the municipality’s continuing role in
supporting youth initiatives and projects emerging in Irbid
governorate and its towns, and about the official local station
and radio project, which will be launched soon.
Activist and Municipal Council member Lina Wahsha
explained the extent to which the council and its members are
connected to all societal, cultural and artistic activities and
initiatives organized by local civil society associations, and
about their role in this council, and she also urged young
women to go through the experience of running for the
municipal council and taking the responsibility of
decision-making as an important and pioneering axis in the
life of the citizens, who must be viewed as an effective
national role, to provide what is best for the advancement of
local communities.
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Financial overview 2020
Total Operating Revenue 2020 (in USD)
$102,688.16
2%
Grants

26%
Private Sector Sponsorship
Sales Income (Garage Art)

5%

67%
Space Rent and Services

Total Operating Expenses 2020 (in USD)
$102,688.16
17%
MedeArts Network

Adminstration, Preservation Cultural Space,
Equipments and Tools, Payrolls, Overhead Costs,
PR and Communication

Cultural Activities and Events

29%
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54%
Support Artists and Projects

Children Theater Lolo & the Wolf
Garage Art , Dec 2020
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What’s next - Looking into 2021
This year reminded us to live the values of acceptance and standing together, today and everyday, if we want to achieve the shared
vision of building a faithful network that can promote sustainable communities through art and culture. We were lucky to have the
support we need from our members, partners and donors to make it through these times of hardship, and to continue evolving
under our core programs, and most importantly, to ensure GarageArt space keeps its doors open to everyone. All this support has
helped to succeed in this, and even beyond our expectations as a team, and to be more determined to enter 2021 with even higher
aspirations to put blood, sweats and tears to continue this journey of change through art.

We wanted to enter 2021 with something very special that we can offer to the ones who see in MedeArts a place to ﬁnd support
and appreciation, and this is the main reason we challenged ourselves to ﬁnalize our pioneer digital platform www.MedeArts.org,
that will be a unique marketplace for artists to showcase their talents, creativity and work to a wider audience from around the
world, and to have the chance to connect, experiment and learn from each other.
Our programs journey will carry on during this year with similar focus areas on the decentralization of the cultural scene,
increasing the network impact and expansion, enhancing the artists portfolios and interpersonal skills, and promoting proactive
joint-cultural production. Starting with extensive training and mentorship we will be offering to the current projects of 'Next Step'
with the goal of having a joint production by the end of the ﬁrst quarter, then to dedicate monthly mentorship sessions to them
throughout the year. While in 'Art&People' we are going to continue our activities in GarageArt with a focus on workshops and
supporting events designed by the local Youth themselve. Beyond that the program will expand outside Garage from January on,
to implement events and activities ‘From and to the People’ in different cities and towns around the country where we can develop
the model of safe spaces and promote arts and culture as a tool of change and to spread joy.
Finally, 'Safryat' will be officially launched in January with the ﬁrst call for applicants for ‘100 Spaces’ residency through which we
are aiming to help mapping 100 cultural creative spaces from 10 Arab countries with the support of local cultural leaders. This will
be the ﬁrst stone for a program we are aiming through during 2021 to promote more the concepts of cultural exchange and joint
production with a core focus on Jordan, the Arab region and Europe.
We are not only wishing to achieve all of those goals, but we are working very hard to plan ahead how and what we should start
with, to end-up fulﬁll our dreams, with the support of our wide network of young people and artists, and the generous contribution
form our partners and donors.

medearts.org
info@medearts.org

instagram.com/medearts_
facebook.com/MEDEARTS
jo.linkedin.com/company/medeartsnet
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Daraj Festival Sep 2017

MedeArts.org

